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                                Industry Notification – Accessible Letter 
 

Date: June 1, 2009 Number: SYS 0104-06012009 

Effective Date June 1, 2009 Category: LSR  CB – V Orders 

Subject: Pre-Mature PCN on REC Type CB with Act of V LSR Orders 

Related Letters:   

Attachments: N/A 

Target Audience  IXC, CLEC, Wireless, UNE 

Area Impacted:  

Wholesale Customer Response deadline: N/A 

Contact: Send all Questions to:  WHD@FairPoint.com  

Conference 

Call/Meeting 
N/A 

 
 

Dear FairPoint Communications Wholesale Customer: 

 
This notice is being sent to notify FairPoint Communications Wholesale 

Customers of early Provisioning Completion Notifications (PCN) on CB-V 
orders.  FairPoint back office systems process CB-V orders as a “records 

change” and a “disconnect”   FairPoint was incorrectly generating a PCN 
on the “records change” order prior to the DD and completion of port out 

in NPAC. The “disconnect” order which contains the tasks to complete 
the port out of the TN in NPAC and removal of the switch assignments 

was not impacted by the early PCN and should reflect the correct state of 
the TN.  The issue was discovered on Friday 5/29 and impacted orders 

dating back to 5/9.   
 

FairPoint IT deployed a fix over the weekend to remove the PCN task 
from the records change order and ensure that PCN does not generate 

back to the customer until the port out is complete in NPAC.  This will 

correct early PCN on CB-V orders for all orders submitted from 6/1 
forward. 

 
FairPoint is running a script to address approximately 1300 impacted 

orders submitted between 5/9 and 5/29 which have not already been 
activated.  The script will be used to move the records change order to 

the step prior to the PCN task and make both orders available to be 
supplemented in case DD or cancel supplements are required.  The order 

will, however, remain in Provisioning Complete status in Synchronoss 
VFO.  If no changes are needed to the orders, then the NPAC tasks can 
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continue as planned regardless of the status reflected in VFO and will 

move to Billing Complete state when the “disconnect” order completes.  
FairPoint will provide two options to handle changes to this subset of 

orders moving forward should you need to change the due date or 
cancel the order: 

1) FairPoint will allow the Wholesale Customer to supplement these 
PCN’d orders via Synchronoss VFO to make DD or Sup 1 

changes if they wish to do so. Please note if you want to keep 
the current date and port the order you can just leave the order 

as is and it will be set up in NPAC to release on that date. 
2) The Wholesale Customer can work with the SPOC to manually 

make DD or SUP 1 changes to the order on your behalf.  
 

This evening, FairPoint will be sending each carrier a spreadsheet of their 
CBV orders that received a pre-mature PCN.   

 

Please send all questions to WHD@FairPoint.com  
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